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Abstract. Nowadays most of developers can find some useful references of source code on the website. 

Moreover, those source codes come with their explanations which usually located above or below the code. 

When the code is too long to fit within one page, the explanation will be inconsistently corresponding with 

the code because users have to scroll the page for comprehending both codes and explanations. As a 

consequence, users have to wasted extra time to conjugate the pieces of code with their explanations. In 

addition, most of wiki systems provide only single area to edit both code and explanation which also 

consuming the time for writing a good explanation for each section of the code. This paper offers a specific 

type of wiki system with provided parallel area for reading and editing source code, called CodeWiki. 

Besides, Codewiki allows readers to click on each section of the code for its in-line explanations. 

Consequently, readers and editors do not waste their time on scrolling the page and enable the correspondent 

between the source code and its explanation. We propose a prototype implementation of CodeWiki and the 

result of its usage. 
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1. Introduction 

The web based services have significantly increased which influenced the usage of the web to find what 

people need. Especially for developers, finding the source code references is one of the common ways to 

understand the reason or technique. Most of those sharing websites also provide the explanations for the 

source codes to help readers to understand the context easier. Those websites usually created and edited 

using Wiki [1], [2] which allows users to express the ideas and share their information by using hypertext. 

The traditional wiki provides special tags, which enable editors to express their idea quicker than using 

(X)HTML tags. However, the usage of the traditional wiki system is limited because the obstacle of 

corresponding between the source code and its explanation. Most of wiki system do not have a tag for 

collaborate between the source code and explanation so the explanation cannot be seen parallel with the 

source code. When the source code is too long to fit in one page, the readers have to scroll the page which 

wasted their time and hard to comprehend with the source code. Moreover, the traditional wiki system 

usually has a single window for editing the contents. The editors also have to scroll the page and cannot 

efficiently use the tag to mark the specific area of the source code to add more information which leading to 

the mistakes and insufficient explanation for those source codes. 

This paper proposes a special wiki system for writing and reading with more efficient way to 

corresponding between the source code and its explanation, called CodeWiki which provides multiple areas 

for editors to mark the specific area of the code with its explanation, so the editors can effectively see their 

source code parallel with the window to enter the explanation. Moreover, CodeWiki also allows readers to 

see the source code and its explanation as a parallel window or click the specific area of the source code that 

has been marked to see more detail of the explanation. Consequently, editors and readers do not need to 

scroll the page, reducing wasted time on scrolling and making the usage of understand and write the source 
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code corresponding with it explanation become easier. We propose a prototype of implementation of 

CodeWiki and the result of its usage. 

2. Approach 

As we have mentioned, CodeWiki provides an editor section with editors and reader section for readers. 

In this section, we explain each section in detail.  

2.1. Editor Section 

CodeWiki provides the functions to improve the traditional wiki system for editing the contents. The 

design of CodeWiki purposes to reduce extra time on scrolling the page and see the source code and its 

explanation corresponding together.  

 

 
Fig. 1: A design for adding the explanation to the source code. 

CodeWiki allows editors to add two types of explanations: a block explanation attached to a code block 

that contains multiple lines of source code, and an inline explanation attached to certain texts that are parts of 

source code. We assume that a block explanation is used to give a brief explanation for a code block such as 

an algorithm, and an inline explanation is also used to give a more detailed explanation such as explanations 

of arguments in a method invocation if needed. For both explanations, CodeWiki prepares a separated area to 

add the explanations with a pop-up window which allows editors to see both source code on the background 

and explanation section as shown in Fig. 1. Once editors click the “confirm” button, the explanation written 

the pop-up window will connect to the source code chosen by the editor. In addition, when the editor click 

“sub-description” button, the description written by the editor will connect the chosen source code as an 

inline explanation. Finally, once editors save their contents (e.g., source code and explanations), the 

CodeWiki generates a content which combine the source code and the corresponding explanation as a Web 

content. 

2.2. Reader Section 

Readers want to read the source code along with explanation without scrolling the page. However, some 

readers do not need to see every sub-description of the specific source code. Therefore, it is better for readers 

to choose whether which section of the explanation that they want to see and prevent the readers from 

misunderstanding each section of the source code. 
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Fig. 2: A design for displaying explanation of the source code. 

The description of the source code is normally presented on the right side of the screen to help readers to 

coordinate between the source code and its explanation as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, as described section 

2.1, readers can see the inline explanation with pop-up when they hover the mouse over the specific area as 

shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3: A design for displaying sub-description. 

 

Readers can easily find the sub-description by the highlighted area of the source code. The highlighted 

area allows readers to hover on to see the specific explanation with pop-up, enabling readers to understand 

the pieces of source code without scrolling and help readers to emphasized their interested area of the source 

code. 

In this way, the CodeWiki gives two ways for readers to see the explanations without scrolling the screen, 

resulting in the ease and efficiency for understanding specific areas of the code. 

3. Implementation 

This section explains the implementation details of CodeWiki. We briefly explain the architecture of 

CodeWiki and components that consist of CodeWiki. Then we mention how to connect source code to the 

corresponding explanation. 

3.1. System Architecture 

Fig. 4 shows the entire architecture of CodeWiki. CodeWiki mainly consists of two parts: FRONT-END 

and BACK-END. 

In FRONT-END, we combine React [3] and Redux [4]. React is a library which provides view 

components on the Web browser. Using React enables to building interactive user interfaces, meaning that 

the data will be changed over time without reloading the web browser. Redux is a library that can control 

states of the application. The combination of React and Redux allows developers to provide interactive user 

interfaces with well-managed state of the application. 

In BACK-END, we use Node.js [5] as a runtime engine of the server, and Hapi.js that is a framework 

running on Node.js and make it easy for developers to implement server-side applications. This is because it 

seems to be efficient for developers to use only one programming language (e.g., JavaScript) to develop an 

application. The data transmitted between FTONT-END and BACK END is formalized by JSON Web 

explanation 

highlighted area 
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Token (JWT) for secure information between parties as a JSON object with digital signature called JSON 

Web Signature (JWS). 

 

 
Fig. 4: The system architecture of CodeWiki. 

The last component is Database to save data. We use MogoDB because it is one of the NoSQL database 

and uses JSON-like documents with schemas. The data transmitted from FTON-END to BACK-END is 

stored in this MongoDB in order to be used as persistent data. 

3.2. Connection between Source Code and Its Explanation. 

CodeWiki need to provide a rich text editor as traditional wiki systems. We choose Draft.js for this 

purpose. Draft.js is a framework for building complex and rich text editor in React. Using Draft.js enables 

developers to customize their own rich text editor by adding features such as image, text size, text width. We 

add the two types of explanations using Draft.js in CodeWiki. 

The methodology of connecting between source code and explanation is using Draft.js libraries as a 

connection. After editors finish editing their source code, they have to decide the feature of the editor 

whether to add a description or sub-description. The source code and explanation will be transform into 

JSON format, therefore the source code will hold as “code” key which is an identification of the data and 

description will hold as “description” in JSON format. Moreover, if writers add the sub-description to the 

source code, the system will generate as another feature and store the sub-description as another key within 

the same object of the source code that has been tagged as a source code in the first place in JSON format as 

shown in Fig. 5: 

 
Fig 5: JSON format. 
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The methodology of adding description and sub-description is the almost same but the majorly 

difference is the key that hold the data of each component. After the editors saved the content, Draft.js uses 

the function to convert JSON to JSON raw. The JSON raw has been send as a state through the system with 

Redux libraries handling all the state in the system, then JSON raw will be store in the MongoDB to be 

called when readers want to read the content. The content will sequentially transform from JSON raw to 

JSON and texts to display on the screen as a reverse process from the way of creating the content. As shown 

in Fig. 6: 

 

 
Fig. 6: The work flow of adding description and sub-description to the source code. 

4. Evaluation 

Codewiki is a web-based service so both editors and readers can access this useful service via the 

Internet as a free service. Codewiki is a new system to express the code and explanation in the different ways 

from the traditional wiki system. CodeWiki allows users to correspond between source code and its 

explanation within one screen to prevent scrolling the pages to read the corresponding information by using 

multiple area for showing both code and its explanation and also provides multiple area of text editor space 

to easily write the code and explanation when sharing with other people. As the experiment with same 

content on both traditional system and Codewiki, as shown in Fig. 7, the traditional wiki system holds a long 

and over-length content as users have to scroll both up-and-down. Besides, using the comment notation (e.g. 

“//”) in the source code section makes the source code is longer than the area provided so readers have to 

scroll left-and-right to read all the comments of this specific line of code which caused inconsistency to the 

readers. Moreover, using comment notation also causes a duplicate explanation. 

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 8, Codewiki helps users to avoid using comment notation to describe 

the source code in the line with the description and sub-description feature which help using to describe the 

all-over detail of the source code and also enhance users to give a detail about the specific line of code. Also, 

Codewiki provides the explanation next to the source code within a page so user do not bother scrolling left-

and-right to read all the comment about particular line of code. Moreover, Codewiki also using an area in the 

page worthwhile for display the content so readers can see consistency content within a page. Comparing to 

traditional wiki system, Codewiki shows more lines of source code with different method of displaying the 

source code, description and sub-description instead of using normal text to be an explanation or comment 

notation to describe the specific line code which also prevent using duplicate explanation for the source code.  

Select the feature 

Convert to 
JSON raw 

format 

JSON data 
created 

Send as a 
state 

Collect in the 
database 

mongoDB 
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Fig. 7: The display of traditional wiki system. 

 

Codewiki helps users to avoid using comment notation to describe the source code in the line with the 

description and sub-description feature which help using to describe the all-over detail of the source code 

and also enhance users to give a detail about the specific line of code. Also, Codewiki provides the 

explanation next to the source code within a page so user do not bother scrolling left-and-right to read all the 

comment about particular line of code. Moreover, Codewiki also using an area in the page worthwhile for 

display the content so readers can see consistency content within a page. Comparing to traditional wiki 

system, Codewiki shows more lines of source code with different method of displaying the source code, 

description and sub-description instead of using normal text to be an explanation or comment notation to 

describe the specific line code which also prevent using duplicate explanation for the source code. As shown 

in Fig. 6:  

 

Fig. 8: The display of Codewiki system. 

5. Conclusion 

The web-based service has been use as references for developers to find the source code and the 

explanation. CodeWiki will help the editors and readers to enhance the usage of wiki system more efficiency 
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by enabled the corresponsive between both source code and explanation within the same window. The 

editing section also provides multiple levels of the style of explanation which editors can use to add more 

detail of the explanation to the source code and also provide more than one area for entering the source code 

and the explanation altogether. Moreover, the reading section also provides the source code parallel with the 

explanation which help the readers to understand the source code easier and save the extra time for scrolling. 

The CodeWiki system also allows readers to click on the sub-explanation to see more detail on a specific 

area of code which marked by the editors. As a result, CodeWiki enables editors and readers to reduce 

scrolling motions and corresponding between the source code and the explanation with the detail on the 

specific area of source code which marked by the editors. 
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